The theorem stated in the title is proven. As a corollary it is shown that the space of all such monotone mappings is an absolute retract.
, #(IF) jis homogeneous [7] , and that H{D ι )f^ l 2 [3] . In this paper we shall be concerned with the case n = 2, and to simplify notation we shall write D for D 2 . It is wellknown (cf. [8] ) that H(D) is the space of all monotone mappings of D onto itself which equal the identity when restricted to the boundary of D.
We shall show [Theorem 1] 
that the elements of H(D) can be "canonically approximated" by elements of H(D) and [Theorem 2] that H(D)
is an absolute retract. The work of this paper depends heavily on W. K. Mason's paper, "The space of, all self-homeomorphisms of a two-cell which fix the celΓs boundary is an absolute retract", [9] . The crux of Mason's paper is the definition of a basis for H(D) which can be shown to possess some particularly nice properties. We shall review the definition of this basis in the following section and then define a basis for H(D). Familiarity will be assumed with the notation and basic definitions of [9] .
2* Mason's basis for H(D).
Consider D to be a rectangle in R 2 with horizontal and vertical sides. A grating, P, on D consists of a finite number of spanning segments (crosscuts) across D, parallel to its sides, with the same number of horizontal and vertical crosscuts. Let P l9 P 2j be a sequence of gratings on D such that (a) the mesh of P. approaches 0 as i increases and (b) if I is a crosscut of Pi and j ^ i, then I is a crosscut of P β .
Let έ%f be the collection of all polyhedral disks H contained in D Let P 3 be a grating from the sequence P u P 2 , . Let {l lf , l n ) be the set of horizontal crosscuts of P 3 
A Basis for H(D).
In this section we define a basis, β, for H(D) and demonstrate that it possesses some nice properties. Let P jy {H lf •••, H n } and {V u •••, FJ be as in the definition of HVT.
The basis, β, will consist of all sets of the following form:
We note that feB (P 3 ; H L , -, ff,; F x , , V n ) Π Jϊ (2)) if and only if f-1 e 0{P s \ fli, --,g»; V l9 , V w ). To see that the elements of /S are open subsets of H(D), let / be an arbitrary element of B (P 3 ; H 19 -,H n 
Let βf be an arbitrary element of
Then, without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists an integer ί such that g~\li)
is a basis for H(D).
Proof. Let /e iJ(D) and ε > 0 be given. We wish to find Beβ such that / e B and eZ(/, #) < ε for all xeB.
Pick a grating, P, , such that diam | st(x, P 3 ) | < ε for every xeD.
Let Lemma 3 will follow as a corollary to the following theorem of Mason. (The proof of this theorem constitutes the bulk of [9] .) THEOREM (Mason) . Let U be an element of HVT and K a finite dimensional compact subset of U. Then there is an embedding ψ of the cone over K into U such that ψ(f, 0) = /, for all f e K. LEMMA 
Let B = B(Pf, H u , H n ; V u , V n ) be an element of β and K a finite dimensional compact subset of B Π H{D). Then there is an embedding λ of the cone over K into B Π H(D) such that
ΊK/,0)=/, for all f e K.
Proof. Since H(D) is a topological group, the function G: H(D) -• H(D) defined by G(f) = f"
1 is a homeomorphism. Therefore, by the note following the definition of β, G{K) is a finite dimensional compact subset of U{P ό ;H ly --,H n ; V l9 •••, V n ). Hence by Mason's theorem there is an embedding ψ of the cone over G{K) into U (P ό 
4* The main results* The following theorem shows that the elements of H(D) can be canonically approximated by elements of H(D).

THEOREM 1. Let a be an open cover of H(D). Then there exists a locally finite polyhedron, &, and maps b: H(D) -*&, ψ: έâ nd Θ:~Ή(D) x I-^~H(D) such that (a) for each feH(D), there is an element, U f , of a such that θ{f, t) 6 U f , for each t e I, (b) θ(f, 1) -/, for each f e H{D), (c ) θ(f, 0) = ψb(f), for each feH{D), (d) θ(f, t) e H(D) for each f e H(D) and t e [0, 1).
Proof. Let α' be an open barycentric refinement a (i.e., if /€ H(D),
Since a! is a barycentric refinement of a, there is some element, U f , of α such that Uίβ[o,i) U {f , t) c U f and hence #(/, ί) e U f9 for each £ e I.
The following result is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1 and a theorem of Hanner [5] which states that a metric space X is an ANR if given an arbitrary cover, α, of I there exists a locally finite polyhedron M maps b: X-> ^, <f: ^ -> X, and Θ:X x I-^X such that 0(8, 0) = <f &(&) for all ίcel, 0(a?, 1) = α; for all xeX and for each α; e X there is an element U of α such that θ(x, t) e U for all t e [0, 1]. THEOREM 2. £Γ(JD) is an absolute retract.
Proof. By the preceding comments, H(D) is an ANR.
But i?(£>) is contractible by the Alexander isotopy [1] applied to H{D). The theorem follows since every contractible absolute neighborhood retract is an absolute retract.
Applications, (a)
The author has shown [6] that H{M), the space of all mappings of a compact manifold onto itself which can be approximated arbitrarily closely by homeomorphisms, is weakly locally contractible. Theorem 1 can be used [7] to show that for any compact 2-manifold, M\ H(M 2 ) is locally contractible. (b) A problem of current interest is whether H{D) is homeomorphic to l 2 ; it can easily by shown using a result of Anderson [2] that if H(D) is homeomorphic to l 2f then H(D) is homeomorphic to l 2 . Perhaps the results of this paper and the fact that H(D) is complete under the usual metric will be helpful in showing that H(D) is homeomorphic to l 2 .
(c) L. C. Siebenmann [10] 
